Samling trays
The mobile vending device providing improved insulation

Rocketpacks insulated sampling trays are designed for cell vending of meals that desires to be served
clean. Pick from presently four designs.

Insulated epp hawker‘s trays - features:
The extruded epp shell offers powerful insulation for a temperature variety from -40 to +a hundred
and twenty °c
Sliding lid and two separate cubicles
Ergonomic pass-over straps are connected to the vendor’s tray at four points
Suitable for ice cream distribution
Insulated hawker‘s tray “smooth” - functions:
Difficult-carrying cloth with insulating core
Hinged lid and aspect pockets
Ergonomic harness
Constrained suitability for ice cream distribution
Programs:
Mobile vending and promotions of ice cream, yogurt, yogurt liquids, hot chestnuts – and the whole
lot that desires to be served sampling trays clean at occasions, out of doors swimming pools or film
theaters.
Wood hawker‘s trays

The “conventional” cellular vending system
With a extensive collection of wooden sampling trays rocketpacks present the original dealer's tray
because it become already used inside the ancient occident in a similar way. Has used the catering
enjoy received from main occasions to improve form and luxury of its “herbal” range of seller's trays.

Capabilities
Home made wooden hawker‘s trays with rectangular base
At ease harness ensures most useful weight distribution
Plastic strips for lateral side protection
P.C vinyl adhesive movie branding (upon request)
Programs
Cellular merchandising and advertising of:

Bottled/canned liquids (puppy bottles and so on.)
Snacks
Merchandising-objects

Tobacco deliver
Finger food
Magazines
Flyers & brochures
Benefits
4 extraordinary designs assure extraordinary versatility
“single”, “double” and “traditional” sampler trays are available in extra than 60 colors.
Pick your favored coloration from the respective chart.
Light-weight tray with ergonomic harness
Custom designed branding
Person layout

Because of bendy coloring we are able to assign a special look to the ordered vending device. Choose
from a shade pallet of more than 60 colorations for the gadget of the vendor's tray with adhesive foil
(see additionally example of available colorations on next web page). For further personalization the
adhesive foil can be digitally revealed beforehand of lamination of the vendor's tray corpus.

If none of the usual shapes is appropriate on your desires you're welcome to publish your needs for a
special form and/or design. Please also tell us about the essential system (separation parts, lid,
compartments, ...) and we can be satisfied to speak about the sampler trays development options in
detail.

